An experimental study of conductive heating using a concentric double-electrode applicator.
With hyperthermia for treatment of superficial tumors in mind, a prototype applicator with two electrodes arranged concentrically on a disk was designed for efficient local heating, and a basic heating test was carried out. Frequencies as low as 200 kHz were used in order to simplify the configuration of the power device. The applicator consists of two electrodes, a circular inner electrode and another looped outer electrode, arranged concentrically. Water was passed through the applicator as a cooling mechanism; it was placed in direct contact with the target tissue to be heated and then charged with electricity. In the heating test using a phantom, oval hot spots were noted below the inner electrode. Using cooling water at 3 degrees C and 8.2 W, an isothermal line of 45 degrees C was located at a 5-mm radius circle around the central axis with 9 mm depth. A similar temperature distribution map was obtained in heating tests on the thigh muscle of a mongrel adult dog. The temperature distribution maps obtained from these tests corresponded closely with the results of theoretical analysis carried out according to the finite-element method. Since a comparatively low frequency was employed for this applicator the power device was simplified, which made adequate heating possible with low electric power. The temperature distribution map indicated that efficient local heating of superficial tumors could be achieved.